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Abstract— Autonomous navigation capability is a crucial part
for deploying robots in an unknown environment. In this article
a reactive local planner for autonomous and safe navigation in
subterranean environment is presented. The proposed planning
framework navigates the MAV forward in a tunnel such that
the MAV gains more information about the environment while
avoiding obstacles. The proposed planning architecture works
solely based on the information of local surrounding of the
MAV thus, making navigation simple yet fast. One of the
biggest novelties of the article comes from solving the combined
problem of autonomous navigation and obstacle avoidance.
The proposed algorithm for selecting the next way point of
interest also accounts in the safety margin for traversing to
such way point. The approach presented in this article is also
different from classical map based global planning algorithms
because it favours the next way point away from obstacles in
way point selection process and thus providing a safe path for
incremental forward navigation. The approach is validated by
simulating a MAV equipped with the proposed reactive local
planner in order for the MAV to navigate in a subterranean
cave environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, rapid exploration and mapping of un-
known subterranean environments has gained significant
interest in the field of robotics. MAVs have potential in
being a viable solution in terms of inspection of mines [1],
exploration and mapping [2],[3] and infrastructure inspec-
tion [4] due to their versatile and fast traversability. De-
ploying MAVs for exploration of dark, dusty and hostile
cave environment is particularly challenging because of
at the start of the exploration, no information about the
environment is available for navigation. In terms of sensing
the surrounding for safe navigation in such environments,
only vision based navigation techniques are insufficient [5],
therefore adapting to multiple sensors is necessary. The
unstructured interior of mines and caves is a major challenge
that contribute in uncertainty in measurements. The three
main steps describing the autonomous navigation problem
are identifying the next way point, safe navigation to the
way point and localizing the robot in order to successfully
build a map of the environment. In order to safely navigate
in an unknown environment it is crucial that the MAV is
backed by a sophisticated on board autonomy for Guidance,
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Navigation and Control (GNC). Having a local planning
framework that feeds a safe way point to the robot such that
the the exploration becomes fast by avoiding extra safety
layers such as dedicated frameworks for obstacle avoidance.
In such scenario by navigating to the next way point the MAV
can rapidly acquire more information about the surrounding
in order to incrementally build a map. The MAVs are also
resource constrained vehicles because of the limited time
of flight. The proposed framework compliments the idea of
efficiently utilising the resources of the vehicle by making
the navigation fast. This article presents a local planning and
navigation framework which solves the exploration problem
based on the information of unknown and free space while
utilizing the information of occupied space for solving the
obstacle avoidance. The point cloud reconstruction of a
martian lava tube using the proposed planner is presented
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Reconstruction of explored lava tube using the proposed framework

A. State of the Art

Various planning algorithms have been developed for navi-
gation of aerial platforms in unknown environments, where in
general they can be divided in map-based or memory less ap-
proaches or their combination. In [6] a hierarchical planning
framework that combines map building from fused depth
data as well as instantaneous depth data, both organized into
separate K-D trees has been proposed. The planner relies on
a slower global planner to get a goal location, which is eval-
uated using motion primitives against the K-D trees with the
lowest cost candidate primitive to be selected. In [7] a motion
planning method for fast navigation of autonomous MAVs
has been developed. The algorithm divides the environment
modeling in two parts, i) the deterministically visible area
within the onboard sensor range and ii) the probabilistically
known area beyond the sensor range from apriori map. The
planning method maximizes the likelihood of reaching a
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goal, where a finite set of candidate trajectories are separated
into groups and evaluated for collisions. In [8] a navigation
method for MAVs based on disparity image processing has
been proposed. More specifically, the disparity image is
used for direct collision checking, incorporating C-space
expansion of obstacles. The motion planning part verifies
obstacle free trajectory, projecting them into the disparity
image and comparing their disparity values with the C-space
disparity values for collision checking. In [9] a memory-less
planner that is partitioning free space in pyramids, using
direct depth image measurements has been demonstrated.
The use of spatial generation of pyramids of the free spaces,
allows for labeling obstacle free trajectories that lie inside the
pyramids, while achieving fast generation of large number of
candidate trajectories and performs collision checks. In [10]
the authors present a reactive navigation system for MAV ex-
ploration. The developed algorithm is based on a two layered
planning architecture that leverages the global environment
map for frontier generation and local instantaneous sensor
data for obstacle avoidance based on artificial potential fields.
In [11] “FASTER” has been developed, an optimization
based planning approach for fast and safe motion in unknown
environments. The planner leads to high-speed navigation by
allowing to plan in known and unknown configuration space
using a convex decomposition in a two trajectory design
approach, a fast and a safe trajectory. In [12] a reactive
navigation and collision avoidance scheme for MAVs that
uses direct 2D pointcloud data from the on board sensor has
been proposed. In [13] a method of autonomous navigation in
confined spaces using a nmpc is presented. In [14] a collec-
tion of sensor based heading regulation methods have been
proposed for aerial platform navigation along underground
tunnel areas. In this work the heading regulation methods
using i) image centroid calculation from either single image
depth estimation, or dark area contour extraction, or CNN
for dark area extraction and ii) from processing 2D lidar
measurements have been described.

B. Contributions

The local planning and navigation architecture of this
work is part of the development efforts within the COSTAR
team [15], related with the DARPA Sub-T competition [16],
while it is applicable for exploration and mapping of cave
environments [17]. Based on the above mentioned state-of-
the-art, the key contributions to this article are listed in the
following manner.

The first contribution of this article stems from proposing
an occupancy information based navigation algorithm for the
MAV. As it will be presented, the navigation algorithm is
developed with the goal of rapidly exploring the unknown
areas and thus efficiently utilizing the resources of a MAV.
The proposed approach speeds up the exploration by only
focusing on the acquired information which is lying in
the constrained field of view of the MAV. This enables
the algorithm to iterate through less information in order
to rapidly provide next way point to the MAV for fast
navigation.

The second contribution in this work is combining the
obstacle avoidance problem within the same computation
that focuses on computing next way point that leads us to
unexplored space. This is achieved by associating a cost on
selecting the next way point in the trade off between how
close the way point is from heading of the MAV and how
far from an obstacle the way point could be such that it
results in safe path to boundary between unknown and free
space. Another contribution includes adapting a nonlinear
model predictive control architecture with the proposed nav-
igation framework for building overall autonomy package of
guidance, navigation and control. The rest of the article is
structured as follows. Section section II presents the proposed
occupancy information based navigation framework with
focus on generation of safe way points addressing also
the obstacle avoidance problem. The section also describes
the overall autonomy framework for GNC architecture. In
Section section III, simulation results are presented that prove
the efficacy of the proposed scheme. Finally Section sec-
tion IV provides a discussion with concluding remarks of
the proposed work.

II. OCCUPANCY INFORMATION BASED LOCAL
PLANNING

As mentioned in Section I, the proposed method uses
occupancy grid maps as a mapping algorithm, which can
generate a 2D or 3D probabilistic map. A value of occupancy
is assigned to each cell that represents a cell to be either free
or occupied in the grid. Suppose mx,y is the occupancy of a
cell at (x, y) and p(mx,y | zt, xt) is the numerical probability,
then by using a Bayes filter [18] the odds of the cell to be
occupied can be denoted as:

p(mx,y | zt, st)
1− p(mx,y | zt, st) =

1− p(mx,y)

p(mx,y
×

p(mx,y | zt−1, st−1)

1− p(mx,y | zt−1, st−1)

where zt represent a single measurement taken at the location
st. In order to construct a 3D occupancy grid an existing
framework OctoMap [19] based on octree is used in this
work. In this case each voxel is subdivided into eight voxels
until a minimum volume is reached. The minimum volume
is defined as the resolution of the octree. In the octree if a
certain volume of voxel is measured and if it is found to be
occupied, then the node containing that voxel is initialized
and marked as occupied. We use the the ray casting operation
for the nodes between the occupied node and the sensor, in
the line of ray, can be initialized and marked as free. This
process leaves the uninitialized nodes to be marked unknown
until the next update in the octree. As new sensor data arrives,
the octree is updated based on each new measurement. Let
us denote the estimated value of the probability P (n | z1:t)
of the node n to be occupied for the sensor measurement
z1:t by:

P (n|z1:t) = [1 +
1− P (n|zt)
P (n|zt)

1− P (n|z1:t−1)

P (n|z1:t−1)

P (n)

1− P (n)
]−1

where Pn is the prior probability of node n to be occupied.
Let us denote the occupancy probability as P o.

pvoxelstate =

{
Free, if P o < Pn

Occupied, if P o > Pn
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As described earlier, the proposed approach explicitly models
the occupied space in order to mark it as an obstacle for
further incorporation of this information for formulating
avoidance behaviour. The proposed navigation algorithm is
made up of three essential modules, namely the way point
generation, the optimal way point selection incorporating
also collision check and finally goal publisher as presented
in Figure 2.

The first module converts a laser or depth point cloud
into a voxel grid V defined as V = {x⃗} based in the
occupancy information as discussed earlier. The next module
generates potential way points based on the occupancy
probability function for each voxel corresponding to each
sensor measurement. The potential way points are generated
at the boundary between known (free) space and unknown
space. The potential way points are then fed into the next
module, which evaluates each way point based on a cost
function and selects an optimal way point. This point is
published to the MAV’s controller as a temporary goal point
to visit and the overall process continues for each sensor
scan until there is no unknown area is remaining.

The classical definition of frontiers [20] considers a cell in
the voxel grid to be a frontier if at least one of it’s neighbour
cell is marked as unknown. In the real life scenario, where the
area that needs to be mapped is vast, the process of checking
each voxel is highly inefficient. Therefore in the proposed
algorithm the number of required unknown neighbours can
be set by user before the start of the mission that reduces
the overall computational complexity by a significant margin.
Another improvement compared to classical approach is
made by not allowing any neighbouring voxel to be an
occupied voxel. Due to which there are no way points are
generated in extremely narrow openings (smaller than the
size of the MAV). Moreover there will be no potential way
points generated in the walls due to uncertainty in sensor
measurements.

The fast update in the algorithm results in the process
where if a previously generated way point is detected within
the sphere of radius r (set by user at the start of operation),
then the node belonging to that point is marked as free. This
assists in limiting the undesired change in vertical velocity
of the MAV if unknown points are detected above or below
the MAV. A Velodyne 3D Lidar is used to to get the point
cloud and because of the limited vertical field of view of
the 3D Lidar, the above mentioned layer of refinement helps
in an overall stable yet fast operation. The potential way
points are denoted as pf and a list containing those points
is denoted as {F}, the list containing occupied points is
denoted as {O}, the number of required unknown neighbours
are denoted as n, the radius of hypothetical sphere around the
MAV is denoted as r, The angle between way point vector
p⃗f and MAV’s heading v⃗d is denoted as α and the angle
between occupied point vector ⃗poccupied and MAV heading
is denoted as β and the field of view of the MAV is denoted
as θ. Let us also denote the High priority way point set as
{H} and Low priority set as {L}.

In Figure 3, (XB, YB, ZB) represent the body fixed coordi-

Algorithm 1: Way Point Generation

1 Input : m_octree : Currentoctree, n, r
2 Output : {F},{O}
3 for cell ∈ m_octree.updatedStateCells() do
4 if cell.is.Free() then
5 if cell.distance() < r then
6 i = 0;
7 for neighbours ∈ cell.getNeighbour()

do
8 if neighbour.isOccupied() then
9 i = 0;

10 break;
11 else
12 i = i+ 1
13 if i >= n then
14 {F}.add(cell);
15 else
16 {O}.add(cell);

nate frame and (XW, YW, ZW) represent the world coordinate
frame. The pseudo code for the potential way point pf

generation from occupancy information is depicted in the
Algorithm algorithm 1. The cell which has at least n number
of unknown neighbours is considered to be a potential way
point and is marked as pf at the same distance as the
sensor range set at the beginning of navigation. In order to
reduce the number of cells to be examined in each iteration,
only the cells whose state (free or occupied) is changed are
examined. The generated way points are added to a list and
are examined in each update if they still satisfy the conditions
of being a potential way point. In a negative return for such
condition the way points are deleted from the list. Based on
the α and θ angles with respect to the MAV’s heading the
way points are added to the high and low priority list as
presented in the algorithm algorithm 2.

In order to further speed up the way point selection
process, the pf ∈ {H} are checked and if they obey the
safety margin, then such pf is considered as optimal way
point WP and is sent to the controller directly. For a large
environment it is computationally inefficient to go through
each point, while evaluating the optimal way point to visit.
Therefore, in the proposed method, the evaluation is done
high and low priority order. When ∄ pf ∈ {H}, a pf ∈ {L}
is selected based on the cost function.

The pseudo code for the pf validation as well as High
and Low priority list extraction is presented in Algorithm
algorithm 2. ∀ pf ∈ {H} are computed for extracting pf

such that α ∈ [−π, π] is minimum. The way points from
occupancy information are generated in the world frame (W)
but the frontier vector p⃗f is calculated relative to the position
of the MAV. As shown in Figure 3, the angle α with respect
to B is defined as:

α = cos−1(
p⃗f · v⃗d

|p⃗f |· |v⃗d|
)
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Fig. 2: Navigation framework

Fig. 3: Way point priority assignment with respect to MAV heading

1) Obstacle Avoidance: As discussed previously the al-
gorithm algorithm 1 also outputs a list of occupied cells
which has occupancy probability P o higher than 0.5 thus
considering the the cluster of such cells as an obstacle.
Considering the obstacle vector angle β a cost function is
formulated in a following manner.

C(p⃗obs, p⃗f , v⃗d) =

Avoidance cost︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

Wo

√
(pfx − pobsx )2 + (pfy − pobsy )2

+

(1)
Heading cost︷ ︸︸ ︷

Wh||sin−1(
p⃗f × v⃗d
|p⃗f ||v⃗d|

)||

(2)

Where, Wo and Wh ∈ R are defined as weights asso-
ciated to avoidance and heading cost respectively. When
∃ poccupied ∈ FOV (θ) an avoidance cost as described in

Algorithm 2: Way Point Selection
1 Input : {F}
2 n, r, α, β, θ
3 Output : {H}, {L}
4 for cell ∈ {F} do
5 if cell_distance < r then
6 i = 0;
7 for neighbours ∈ cell.getNeighbour() do
8 if neighbour.isOccupied() then
9 i = 0;

10 break;
11 else
12 i = i+ 1;
13 if i < n then
14 {F}.remove(cell);
15 for pf ∈ pvalid() do
16 if α < θ/2 then
17 pf_{H}.add(cell)
18 else
19 pf_{L}.add(cell)

Equation 2 is calculated for all pf ∈ FOV (θ) and a way
point for which the cost ζ is minimum, is selected as next
best way point to visit.

ζ = argmin
{pf∈{H}}

C(p⃗obs, p⃗f , v⃗d) (3)

Such selection process allows a reasonable trade off be-
tween how far the way point is selected from an obstacle
as well as reducing the changes in heading of the MAV
while navigating. The clear interpretation of the proposed
way point selection is presented in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows
the RVIZ view of the MAV with respect to the body fixed
frame B. The yellow voxels represent potential way points
pf ∈ {{H}, {L}}. The cyan voxels represent the occupied
cells or obstacles. Based on the above mentioned selection
process as formulated in Equation 2 and Equation 3, the next
best way point is presented as Red voxel computed using the
proposed approach.
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Fig. 4: Validation of safe way point selection process

A. Artificial Potential Fields based Collision avoidance

This work utilizes a purely reactive 3D Artificial Potential
Field (APF), described in more detail in [3], relying only on
the instantaneous pointcloud stream from the 3D lidar. It is
based on letting each point in the lidar pointcloud within a
specified volume defined by radius rF result in a repulsive
force, and then summing all such point-forces to get the total
repulsive force. Let us denote the local point cloud generated
by the 3D lidar as {P}, where all points are described by a
relative position to the lidar as ρ = [ρx, ρy, ρz]. Also denote
the repulsive force as F r = [F r

x , F
r
y , F

r
z ]. Denote the list of

points ρr ∈ {P}, where || ρir ||≤ rF and i = 0, 1, . . . , Nρr

(and as such Nρr
is the number of points to be considered

for the repulsive force). The repulsive force is:

F r =

Nρr∑
i=0

L(1− || ρir ||
rF

)2
−ρir
|| ρir ||

where L is the repulsive constant. The attractive force F a

can be seen as the vector from p̂B to the next best way point
WP as F a = WPB−p̂B. Additionally, we impose saturation
limits on the magnitude of forces, the rate of change of
forces and also normalizing the resulting total force F as
to always generate forces of the same magnitude and to
enforce stable and non-oscillatory flight behavior. The output
is the obstacle-free position reference given to the NMPC as
pBref = F + p̂B, where pBref are the first three elements of
xref , such that xref = [pBref,x, p

B
ref,y, p

B
ref,z, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

⊤.

III. SIMULATED EXPLORATION MISSION RESULTS

The proposed planning framework is based on computing
next best way points in a safe yet fast manner. Using the
Mars Coaxial Quadrotor [21] for simulations we present a
realistic scenario where the proposed planner directly benefit
in optimally utilizing the resources of such vehicle. In order
to validate the proposed framework, the simulations are

performed using the Rotors simulator [22] in ROS (Robot
Operating System) and Gazebo Environment.

In Figure 5, the rapid exploration of a lava tube structure
using the proposed framework is presented. In Figure 5, it is
evident that the proposed planning algorithm computes the
next best way point WP such that the WP lies away from
obstacle (walls in this case) but still lies close enough from
the current heading of the MAV. As the MAV moves forward
the occupied space is modelled in each iteration in order to
build a map of the environment as presented in Figure 5.

In Figure 5 the modelled occupied space is sparse due to
the high resolution of Voxels in occupancy formulation for
faster update. The used 3D LiDAR also has limited field of
view and thus the occupied points in positive Z direction
are not considered for modelling. Figure 5 show the nature
of rapid yet safe nature of exploration using the proposed
approach. The navigation nature of the proposed approach
gives comparable results to the state of the art exploration
frameworks including dedicated global path planning algo-
rithms. Figure 6 show the reconstruction of explored parts
of lava tube using the proposed framework.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a reactive local planning
method for autonomous navigation in subterranean environ-
ments. The proposed approach adaptively searches for the
next best way point to visit such that the speed of exploration
can be maintained. The adaptive search for such points also
takes into account the obstacle avoidance problem within
the search such that the MAV can maintain it’s heading
while avoiding potential collisions. Extensive simulation
results have been presented that demonstrate the deployment
of the proposed planner in relevant cave environment for
autonomous obstacle-free flight without apriori knowledge
of the environment.
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